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Black lagoon roberta's blood trail episode 2

Wikipedia art cover box article list of the first DVD volume of Black Lagoon, released in North America by Geneon Entertainment on May 22, 2007. Black Lagoon is an anime series adapted from Ray Hiro's titular manga series. Directed by Sonau Katabucci and produced by Madhouse, the film consists of two seasons produced for
television, and one in an original animated video format. The two seasons, each of 12 episodes in length, are called Black Lagoon - produced by Sugokokon - and Black Lagoon: The Second Saloon. The OVA, titled Black Lagoon: Roberta's Blood Trail, consists of just five episodes. The series follows the adventures of Rocco Rock
Okjima, a Japanese businessman who is kidnapped by me, eventually joining a group of outlaws known as the Laguna Company. The first season premiered on Chiba TV from April 8 to June 24, 2006, the second from October 2 to December 18 on The Sendai TV and Kyo jesus Asahi. All 24 episodes were released in Japan on DVD
over 12 volumes between July 26, 2006 and June 27, 2007. Blu-ray Disc releases - eight volumes in total - followed by December 23, 2009 to March 25, 2010. In North America, these seasons were first released across six DVD volumes with English and Japanese audio tracks and English subtitles from May 22, 2007 to October 28, 2008.
The first three were distributed by Geneon Entertainment USA before Funimation took over the distribution of the series in mid-2008,[1] and released a hybrid DVD collection and Blu-ray Disc of both seasons on December 4, 2012. In Europe, MVM Entertainment released them across six DVD volumes from March 10, 2008 to January 5,
2009, and across two Blu-ray disc collections on July 30, 2012. In Australia and New Zealand, Madman Entertainment released them across six volumes of DVD between March 19 and September 17, 2008. OVA was released in Japan simultaneously on DVD and Blu-ray Disc volumes containing one episode each between July 17, 2010
and June 22, 2011. For the North American market, Funimation announced the hybrid release of OVA for August 6, 2013. Six works of theme music were used for the series. For the first 23 episodes, Mel's Red Fragment serves as the opening topic, and Don't Look From Behind Edison serves as a closing topic, with the exception of the
15th episode, which includes The World of Midnight by Minako Auvatha. Chapter 24 lacks an opening theme and uses Peach Headz addiction by breathing frequency as the closing topic. The last five episodes use Mell's Red Fraction IO Drive mix as the opening topic. When Johnny gets home, Addison's acts as a finale for episodes 25
through 28. This moment: A Prayer in the Light by Minako Mookie Ubata serves as the finale in the finale. [3] Episodes Black Lagoon (Season 1: 2006) No. Original Air Date Title[4] Black Lagoon April 9, 2006 (2006-04-09) While traveling business at sea for his company, Rokuro Okajima was kidnapped by members of Laguna: Dutch,
Revy, and Benny. After obtaining a secret disk for their client, Balalaika, the head of the Moscow hotel and part of the Russian mafia, Revy takes Rokuro hostage on their ship, the Black Lagoon, hold for ransom. Nevertheless, Roccoro begins to connect with members of the Laguna Company, and Dutch gives him the nickname Rock.
Meanwhile, Rock's company's board gives Kajiyama, Rock's supervisor, the authority to pursue the missing disk, and Kagayama hires a group of mercenaries to attack the lagoon company when they stop in the port city of Ruanapur. The group sends most of the mercenaries and flees to the Black Lagoon in their car. However, the lagoon
company is in contact with Kagayama, who informs Rock that he has been pronounced dead by the company, and shortly afterwards a heavily armed helicopter from the same mercenary group begins chasing the Black Lagoon. 2 Mangrove HeavenApril 16, 2006 (2006-04-16) To avoid the battleships, The Netherlands drives the Black
Lagoon downriver, but reaches a dead end. Realizing the futility of their situation, members of the Laguna Society begin to plan for the worst. Nevertheless, Rock has come up with a plan to defeat the battleship, concluding that the fighter ship pilot's mentality is similar to a duel mentality, and wants to take on their opponent face-to-face.
Following Rock's plan, Dutch uses a sunken ship as a springboard to launch the Black Lagoon into the air and destroy the battleship with a torpedo. The lagoon company manages to transfer the disc to The Blackica, which gives the disc to Kagayama, as he did a deal with the Russian mafia as an option. Instead of returning with
Kageyama, however, Rock decides to stay with the Laguna Company, who accept him as a new member. 3 Ring-Ding ship Chase April 23, 2006 (2006-04-23) While staying in Roanapur, where the lagoon company is located, Dutch is approached by Chin, a gangster who warns Dutch from continuing to work for Balalaika. Dutch ignores
his warnings and gets a job from an anonymous employer. As the group exits the Black Lagoon, Chin contacts Lewak, the head of a pirate gang, to kill the lagoon company, and Lewak attacks the Black Lagoon with a squadron of boats. Dutch tricks two of the boats to destroy each other through friendly fire, Revy destroys the rest with an
M79 grenade launcher and PM-63 RAK while jumping from boat to boat. The work then turns out to be a hoax organized by Chin, who was killed by Blackaika. 4 Die Rückkehr des AdlersApril 30, 2006 (2006-04-30) The lagoon company is sent to retrieve a painting, twelve knights led by Brunhild, from a World War II-era submerged
submarine that left Germany on the eve of the defeat of Nazi Germany and was By the United States Navy near Jakarta. Holland purchases diving equipment for Rock and Revy for use in retrieving the painting, and Benny orders the two to enter the submarine through its torpedo tubes and create a hole for the exit. After Rock and Revy,
with an APS underwater assault rifle, begin to descend, the black lagoon is attacked by a group of neo-Nazis who launched TOW missiles at the ship. 5 Eagle Hunting and Eagle HuntingMay 7, 2006 (2006-05-07) The Black Lagoon dodges TOW missiles, but Dutch and Benny watch the Nazis send a team underwater to retrieve the
painting. Inside the submarine, Rock and Revy locate the painting, but Revy insists on seeking ship medals and other valuables. When Rock expresses his disapproval, Rahby claims that his turbulent child was pushing her to reject God, love and other emotions and believe that everything had no value but the money he could bring. The
two are attacked by the Nazis and in the middle of the shootout, Rock loses the painting. The Nazis get it and retreat back to the surface with it. Revie tries to chase them, but Saliva forces her to abandon the fight when the Nazis use machine guns to shoot into the water. Rock and Revy return to the Black Lagoon, where Hollande is
planning an attack on the Nazi ship to retrieve the painting. 6 Moonlight Hunting Grounds May 14, 2006 (2006-05-14) The Netherlands and Revy leave the Black Lagoon by speedboat to raid the Nazi ship. As the Nazis celebrate the return of the painting, the two easily enter the ship, and Dutch instructs Revy to distract the crew as he
searches for the painting. Revie commits, kills all the Nazis she encounters, but Dutch is forced to arrest her as she tries to kill civilian crew members, which Dutch attributes to Revie's discomfort at getting rock for the crew. Dutch eventually finds Ratchman, the Nazi commander, talking to Sir Alfred, a former Schatzsteple member who
ordered Ratchman to return the painting. The Dutchman concludes that Alfred hired the lagoon company to doubly guarantee that he would purchase the painting, and Archman is furious at that revelation. After Alfred finishes the conversation, Dutch and Revy kill Ratchman and finish their mission. Dutch 7Calm Down, Two MenMay 21,
2006 (2006-05-21) sends Rock and Revy running errands around Roanapur, and Revy isn't happy about having to perform them with Rock. When they stop at the Church of Violence, an organization masquerading as religious missionaries to traffic drugs and illegal weapons, Rock manages to use his business to amend an agreement
with Yolanda, the head of the Church of Violence, after Revy pulls a gun on her. Yolanda is impressed by Rock's skill and asks Heri to emulate him. Rock and Revy then start a violent restaurant controversy, as Rock rages at Revy for starting to act like his former superiors Japan, leaving Revy at a loss. Commander WhatsApp, the head
of the corrupt Roanapur police arrives, berating them for causing a riot, and taking them away. They reconcile in the back of a police car. 8 Rasta BlastaMay 28, 2006 (2006-05-28) The Laguna Company is contracted by a Colombian cartel to provide a hostage, Dutch rock edge to watch the boy while they are in transit. Rock learns that
the boy is Garcia Lovelace, the heir to one of South America's wealthiest families, and that the cartel kidnapped Garcia after his father refused to let the cartel intimidate him. Regarding the circumstances surrounding Garcia's abduction, the Dutch are contacting Blackaika for information about the Lovelace family and the cartel. When they
enter Ronfort, Garcia is confident he will be rescued by Roberta, the Lovelace family's maid. Meanwhile, Roberta drives through Roanapur looking for Garcia, confronting cartel members at a bar. As members of the Laguna company and Garcia enter the same bar, Roberta starts a shootout with cartel members. 9 Maid to KillJune 4, 2006
(2006-06-04) Roberta sends most of the cartel members, and Garcia is horrified by her fighting stronghold. Veri inadvertently reveals the presence of the lagoon company during the shootout, and she blacks out when Roberta fires a 40mm grenade at her. Garcia asks The Lagoon Tots to take him with them, and they manage to escape.
One member of the cartel identifies Roberta as a former FARC guerrilla with a large prize on her head. Roberta destroys the bar with grenades and steals a car to chase a lagoon company. After determining Roberta's identity, Blackaika enlists troops to assist the lagoon. When Roberta catches the lagoon company, Dutch manages to
wreck the engine of her car before she's almost removed from his car, and my son starts driving to alleyways and side streets. However, as they turn back onto the main road, Roberta drives another car into them and clings to the back of their car with a shovel knife. 10 The Unstoppable Chambermoder June 11, 2006 (2006-06-11)
Roberta forces my son to crash the car at the port, but wakes Rabi in the process. The two start a gunfight, the notes to each other evenly. Blaika comes with a full complement of soldiers, forcing the two to stop fighting. Explaining Roberta's background to Garcia, she declares that she is a famous FARC guerrilla wanted around the world
for numerous assassinations, bombings and related terrorist activity. Nevertheless, Garcia claims roberta is an accepted member of the Lovelace family. To end their duel, Roberta and Rey start a fistfight, with spectators betting on the winner. The two take each other down, and Garcia goes home with Roberta. Rock then asks my son
about the background of And her soldiers, and my son discovers that they are the former Soviet special forces that stood out in the Soviet-Afghan War. While they're talking, they're being attacked by the terrorists, but Chang and Rey send the attackers. The group leaves the black lagoon, but is chased by ships belonging to terrorists
because of the foresight of Masahiro Takanaka, one of the leaders of the Islamic Front's protector. Revy and Rock are forced to leave the Black Lagoon and look for a land route. Takanaka impersonates their getaway driver, and although Rabbi sees through his show, he takes Rock and flees. Revy is rescued by Shenhua, an assassin in
Chang's employment, and she convinces Shenhua and her partner Leigharch to saliva rescue to retrieve the documents. 12Grilla in Jungle june 25, 2006 (2006-06-25) Takanaka begins exploring rock, revealing that he is a former member of the Japanese Red Army. When Rock asks him why he continues to fight for a lost cause, he
remarks that he fought to give meaning to the sacrifices he had made in the past about his beliefs. Because of Takanaka's playous method of conducting the investigation, Takanaka's friend Ibrahima asks Takanaka if he can torture Rock, but Takanaka refuses. Ra and Yahua raided the camp, fled with Saliva, followed by a fleet of
vehicles under Ibrahim. Ra and Shenhua send most of the vehicles, and Ibraha instructs the rest of his men to continue the pursuit. When Ibra refuses to order a withdrawal, Takanaka shoots him and gives the order himself. Revy hands over the documents to CIA agents, and rockmonishes don't get caught again. Black Lagoon: The
Second Salley (Season 2: 2006) No. Original Air Date Title[5] 13 Vampire Twins Comen October 2, 2006 (2006-10-02) Due to a deliberate killing spree at the Moscow Hotel, Chang arranges a meeting between roanapur's main crime lords: himself, Balalaika, Abrego, a Colombian cartel boss, and Verrocchio, leader of the Roanapur
branch of the Italian mafia. Blaika rejects Chang's attempts to foster cooperation, insisting that the Moscow Hotel find and eliminate the assassins. The next morning, two of Blackaika's pops were killed, and WhatsApp reveals that the assassins are a pair of twin children. A big head rests on the twins, and as the city begins to fill with
bounty hunters, Ada, a member of the Church of Violence, suggests to Reeve that they join the hunt as well. In the twins' hideout, their sponsors are disgusted to learn that the twins are brutally torturing one of the Belkaika subordinates. Blaika asks Rock for information regarding the twins' hands-on manners. 14 Bloodsport Legend
October 9, 2006 (2006-10-09) Rock states that the twins are from Romania, and Balalaika asks Rowan, the owner of a strip club, for all the Romanian snout and pornographic films he has. In a meeting with Chang, she reveals to him that she found the twins in one of the films, where they were called Hansel and Gretel, and mentions that
many orphans from Nicolae Czasescu's administration were sold on the black market and had to participate in paedophile snap films. After reviewing some documents she hands over to him, Chang agrees to make a pact with Blackaika to take out the twins, and Balakaika enlists her Visotonic, the former soldiers who fought with her in
Afghanistan. The twins arrive at Verokio's headquarters, kill him, and exchange fire with Chang on their way out. To distract the bounty hunters who were looking for them, the twins set up a dummy car, but they confront the Visotonic and are eventually cornered by Ada and Revy. 15 Swan Song at dawn October 16, 2006 (2006-10-16)
Ada and Revy start a shootout with the twins, but Visotoniki arrive, putting an end to their fight. Hansel and Gretel decide to break up and Revy comes home. Gretel evacuated Ada, and as she held her hostage, asks her to find a getaway boat for herself and her brother. Meanwhile, the Visotonic employs Hansel and despite his best
efforts, there will be no casualties as they attack him for an all-nighter. Hansel eventually meets Blackaika in the park, but is shadowed by her people. Elsewhere, Gretel hires the lagoon company to move her, and Rock listens to her talk about her past. He is sickened by the situation she has had to endure due to Cushescu's regime and
black marketers, and spreads his anger at my son, who has argued that rock cannot prevent all the injustice in the world. When the Black Lagoon reaches the getaway point, Gretel is killed by a hit man from a Moscow hotel, but Rock points out that she died peacefully staring into the sky. 16 Greenback JaneOctober 23, 2006 (2006-10-
23) Greenback Jane, a finance forger working for a Florida crime syndicate, angers her bosses by breaking a deadline and running on it. When she asks for entry to the church for violence, where a witness and Revie drink, she is rejected by Ada. Mafia members in Florida arrive moments later and lift into the church, prompting Dia and
Revy to respond graciously. They are joined by Rico, an apprentice priest, and Yolanda, and mafia members have been expelled. Inside the church, Jane proves her forgery skills, and Ada sends her to a motel. Russell, a member of the Florida mafia, begins rounding up bounty hunters in Rnapur, including Shanhua and Sawyer the
Cleaner, a mute who uses a chainsaw in battle. Despite their willingness to take the head, bounty hunters visit About his inexperience in the city and his cowboy appearance. When the bounty hunters leave, Rock, Ada and Revy arrive at Jane's motel. 17 Roanapur Prixhoo Circus October 30, 2006 (2006-10-30) The bounty hunters arrive
at Jane's motel, and she flees due to preparations made by Ada in advance. Jane sees Ada and agrees to pay any price if Ada saves her. Ada and Revy force the bounty hunters to retreat, then go to the lagoon company dock. When Russell arrives on the scene, that henhua requires more money since Ada and Rey are involved. Ada's
plan to escape in the black lagoon has been twitching since Holland and my son took her to work, and they have to wait at the dock house, where they are surrounded and driven by the bounty hunters. When Shenhua Sawyer arrives, Revy curses their misfortune, and Rock and Jane are forced to reach the roof when the building catches
fire. Meanwhile, Dutch begins accelerating back to port and Rebbe lays a trap for Shanhua. 18 Mr. Benny's good fortune in November 6, 2006 (2006-11-06) who was evading the trap, but was shot by Ada after a rabbi acts as a decoy. On the roof, Rock and Jane confront Sawyer, but she goes into shock after losing her electrolynx in the
explosion. Luton the magician confronts Rahby, who shoots him. As the building collapses, Dutch and Benny return to port, and Revy, Eda, Jane and Rock jump into the boat along with some bounty hunters. Dutch begins using evasive manoeters to make the bounty hunters fall off the boat, and Revy sends the remaining bounty hunters
besides Russell, who manages to get to the engine room, where he confronts Ada. Russell remembers seeing Ada in Washington. C, a committee admits she was a CIA officer before she killed him. In the computer room, My son manages to access Jane's forgery files using his hacking talents, and Jane kisses him in return. Back at the
dock, The Magician Lawton, who survived thanks to his bulletproof vest, offers to help Nahua reach for medical help for her gunshot wound. 19 Fujiyama Gangsta ParadiseNovember 13, 2006 (2006-11-13) Rock was hired by Blackaika to be her translator on a trip to Japan, and Revy accompanies him. Blackaika is negotiating with the
Washimin Group, a Yakuza group that has fallen on hard times, and agrees to demolish The Council of Cosse, another Yakuza group, because of its bad treatment of the Washimin group. After the agreement is concluded, Blackaika orders an explosion at the Cosa Council base. Then, Revy and Rock go to a Japanese festival, but Revy
causes a stir when she loses a shooting game. She is stopped by Gingi Matsuzaki, one of the festival's vendors, and Gingi's partner prevents them from starting a fight. She and Rock exchange explets, and when she leaves, she tells Rock her name is Yukio. The next day, Togggio Bardo, head of the Wasmain Group, asks Gingi Assisting
him, recalled that Ginji was apprehensive among all yakuza for using katana in combat. Gingi refuses, citing injustice in Bandio's methods. Meanwhile, Rock visits his parents' house, and Revy relaxes by playing gunslingers with a group of kids. 20This is November 20, 2006 (2006-11-20) Due to the brutality of Blackaika's attacks on Cosa
Council, Bundy arranges another meeting with her, but reveals that she will carry out her plans as the same vow to fit. After the meeting, Rock is defeated by Chaka, a brash Washimin group member, and Rey promises to kill him. After asking my son to send Revy her flagship pistols, Rock meets Yukio again. The two discuss his ability to
choose their way through life, and Yukio quotes Jean-Paul Sartre. When she leaves, she tells Rock that her last name is Vashmain, and Rock realizes she's part of the Vashmain group. At home, Bendo and Gingi discuss the future of the Wahmin group, and realize that only a direct descendant of the former boss can demand his position.
The next day, Bundy tries to assassinate Blaika, but fails and Belkaika kills him. After hearing this, Yukio, as the former leader's granddaughter, agrees to be the leader of the Wushmin group and Gingi pledges allegiance to her. 21 The two little soldier girls of the father November 27, 2006 (2006-11-27) Blackica memories of her past. She
remembers intending to enter the olympic rifle shooting event to restore her father's reputation, but found herself at the forefront of the Soviet war in Afghanistan, and that in the wake of the war, she and the former soldiers under her command joined the Russian mob. Yukio cuts ties with her former life by staying late at school with her
friend Mackey and being picked up by her aides despite Mackey's pleas. Yukio, the new director of the Wesahmin Group, orders a counterattack on the Moscow hotel, led by Gingi Rigi, after collecting a structural package with its pistols, accompanying Rock to talk to Yukio about withdrawing from the conflict. When Yukio comes home,
she's kidnapped by Chaka and his people. Gingi arrives at the house shortly after Rock, who persuades him to let The Rabbi assist him in restoring Yukio. When a redhead asks why Rock is helping him, Rock replies that he can't stand Yokio's decision to throw a normal life into that of the criminal underworld. 22 Dark Tower December 4,



2006 (2006-12-04) Revy and Ginji arrive at the bowling alley where Chaka owns Yukio, and they send his men. Chaka tries to leave with Yukio, but Rock takes Yukio and flees. Chaka meets Raggi in the hallway and when he tries to start a duel with her, she leads him to a redhead. He then removes Chaka's arms with his katana and
drowns him in the nearby pool. Yukio criticizes Rock for trying to save her from falling into the criminal underworld, long since she believes he exists in the twilight between his old life in Japan and his criminal life in Rnapur, and won't let go of any of them. The next day, Blackaika begins her plans to destroy the Wasmain Group. 23
Revenge of Snow White December 11, 2006 (2006-12-11) Balalaika's attacks reduce the washimine group's personnel to a third of its former power, and Yukio instructs members of the Washimine Group to abandon their strongholds to prevent the attacks. Yukio and Gingi discover that the Moscow Hotel is using electric company vans to
carry out their attacks, and Ginji uses a similar van to rob a bank to direct police at hotel vehicles in Moscow. Following the robbery, Yokio ponders a trip to Raanapur with a redhead to form a Yakuza group there. Rupp and Rock meet with Blackaika, and Rock asks Lalaika to end the assault on the Vashmain group. Blaika responds by
holding Rock at gunpoint, but she lets Rock go after claiming to be a villain like her. In a park near his parents' house, Rock admits to Rahevi that he returned to Japan to sever ties with his former life, thus finding the determination to do so. 24 Gunslingers December 18, 2006 (2006-12-18) Rock joins Balalaika for her talks with Cosa
Council, asking her to completely destroy the Washimine Group to force Yukio to embrace a normal life. Balaika kills the leader of The Council of Koussa, informing Roque that the Moscow Hotel's attacks on the Vashmain group will stop. Rock leaves with Revy on a motorcycle. They are rammed by a van driven by Yukio and Ginji, who
snatch saliva and makes him lead them to the base of the Moscow hotel. The priest steals a truck and forces Yukio to stop the van. Gingi and Revy fight while Rock tries to reason with Yukio. He understands that Yukio felt compelled to become part of the criminal underworld, and she admits that she hoped her normal life could last. This
confession causes the redhead to pause for a moment, allowing Reyri to shoot him dead. Because of the deaths she feels responsible for, Yukio apologizes to Rock and commits suicide through Gingi's katana. When Rock returns to Roanapur, Balaika sends him a picture of Yukio, and Rock remarks that he wants to see Roanafor from
the twilight he's in. Black Lagoon: Roberta's Blood Trail (OVAs: 2010-11) No. Original release date title 25 Ancillary Massacre July 17, 2010[6] After Roberta's employer, Diego Lovelace, died in an explosion set by U.S. agents at an emerging left-wing party event in South America, she disappears to hunt down and kill the perpetrators.
Some time later, Garcia Lovelace is accompanied by Brannapur by his assistant and bodyguard Fabiola Iglesias. Following a shootout with enemies Roberta made during her recent visit to the city, Fabiola takes the lagoon To see her young employer, who she finds in Chang's presence. Garcia and Fabula tell their guests what happened
and make a job offer, which the Netherlands refuses on behalf of the Laguna Company, unwilling to be drawn into a confrontation with the United States. The proposal, however, is aimed specifically at rock. Meanwhile, Roberta shows up in town, looking for equipment needed to start a war. 26 Office Man's Tactics September 30, 2010[7]
At Chang's urging, Rock agrees to help locate Roberta. Dutch, however, strongly implores him to step out of the line of fire if he cannot find Roberta before her feud with the U.S. escalates. After working through the night, Ponder, Rock, accompanied by my son, takes Garcia and Fabula along for a round of fruitless interrogations.
Eventually, my son convinces them to stay at Chang's yacht home, where their unusual appearance won't go the way. Meanwhile, the Masters of Crime of Roanapur meet to discuss the situation, and Roberta accumulates the things she needs with the help of a man named Richie Leroy. Rock still can't solve the riddle, enlisting the help of
Rahby, who proves he's doing better than getting the townspeople to talk, and learns from a crazy person about Roberta's involvement with Richie. 27 Angels in the crosshairs January 7, 2011[8] Revy Ritchie Mines for information on Roberta's whereabouts, then turns toward her, accompanied by Rock, Garcia and Fabiola. Upon arrival,
an open conflict has already ensued between Roberta, units of the U.S. Army and others, Revy hires reinforcements in the form of Shanhua, Sawyer, and Luton. After giving Garcia an envelope to open when he no longer knows what to do, Rock stays behind, while the others enter the battle zone. Garcia is separated from the group, finds
Roberta's empty bottle of stimulants, and follows her. He saw her kill some FARC soldiers with his own hands and be beaten and crushed at gunpoint by another. Instead of following his orders to kill her, the soldier tries to recruit Roberta back to the FARC. She twitches from his words and evokes a face that is sexually aroused by the
condition. The soldier is fooled, and she angry him with a concealed weapon, declares her devotion to Garcia and goes down on him with her fists. Garcia, disturbed by the scene, goes into view and asks her to stop. Initially, Roberta is appalled by the presence of his young master, but quickly decides he must have another hallucination,
pointing a gun at him to prove it. 28Oversaturation Kill Box March 11, 2011[9] After Garcia was rescued by a group of U.S. soldiers, Roberta engages and defeats Shanhua, Sawyer and Luton with a deadly force. When she confronts her, Fabiola is forced to acknowledge her chief's madness. Garcia regains consciousness of Americans'
presence, and guns them Rein Shane, who, after learning of Garcia's circumstances, agrees that he has a right to retaliate. Roberta attacks, interrupts the exchange, but she rejects the assistance from the Moscow Hotel. Meanwhile, Rock has a meeting with Ada, and he's calling the Netherlands to set up the lagoon company to kick the
Americans out of town. Dutch hangs up on him, but when Chang calls for the same reason, he's left with no choice, and accepts. Finding their young employer in the hands of the Americans, Revy and Shenhua decide to attack them, but avoid doing so by the Moscow hotel. Garcia gives the Americans a map from Rock's envelope. In her
wake, they're on their way to shore. On the way, they are again attacked by Roberta, and again, the Moscow Hotel intervenes in their favor. With Garcia, Fabiola, the Americans, and the Lagoon Company on board, the Black Lagoon sails into the Mekong River, while Ada manipulates Roberta to board an airplane with her. 29 Name of
Paradise Code, MIA June 22, 2011[10] After talks between Garcia and Rock, as well as Fabiola and Revy, Garcia decides to follow Rock's plan, and Revy experiences unpleasant flashbacks from her past. The Black Lagoon reaches its destination in the Golden Triangle, and the Americans set out to complete their mission. In the jungle,
they are attacked by Roberta, using her former employer's ancient musket rifle to fire braces. She kills a few, but she's badly hurt and loses two fingers. Garcia, Fabiola and Major Shane face-to-face with Roberta, and Garcia explains that she can't redeem past sins by retaliating, then firing blanks at Shane, who pretends to be dead, and
Roberta, who reflexively fires back, injuring Garcia. The confrontation ends with Garcia lying in Roberta's arms and Shane ordering his friends to stand down. Meanwhile, Rock explains his motives to The Rabbi, predicting his victory over Chang and future changes in Rnapur. As the wounded are carried to the Black Lagoon, Fabiola takes
her anger out on Rock by raging and firing an empty bullet at him. A few months later, Rock bemoans that nothing has changed in Rnafor after all, and Roberta, having lost an arm and leg, and lived in Garcia's mansion, meets the family of her victim who has haunted her for so long. Home Media Original DVD and Release Dates Blu-ray
Disc Ep. Japan North America Europe Australia DVD Blu-ray Disc DVD Blu-ray Disc DVD Blu-ray Disc DVD Blu-ray Disc 1 July 26, 2006[11] December 23, July 10, 2009, May 22, 2007[13] March 4, 2012[14] March 10, 2008[15] July 30, 2012[16] March 19, 2008[17] - July 26, 2006[11] on July 30, 2007 , March 4, 2012[ March 10, 2008,
July 30, 2012 December 23, 2009[12] May 22, 2007[13] March 4, 2012[14] March 10, 2008[July 30, 2012] March 19, 2008[17] December 23rd, May 10, 2009, May 22, 2007[13] March 4, 2012[14] March 10, 2008[15] July 30, 2012[16] March 19, 2008[17] - September 5, 2006[20] July 24, 2009, July 24, 2007, December 4, 2012 at April 23,
2009, On December 23, 2009, December 23, 2009 on December 4, 2007, December 4, 2012[14] May 26, 2008[22] July 30, 2008 12[16] April 23, 2008 [October 25, 2006[24] December 23, 2009[19] July 24, 2007[21] December 4, 2009 May 26, 2008, July 30, 2012[16] April 23, 2008 , October 8, 2006[24] February 10, 2010[25] July 24,
2007[21] On May 26, 2012, 2008[22] July 30, 2012[April 23, 2008[29 November 2006[26] February 10, 2010[25] September 18, 2007[27] December 4, 2012[14] July 7, 2007, November 10, 2008, November 10, 2006, February 10, 2010[25] September 18, 2007[27] December 4, 2012[14] July 7, July 30, 2008 On July 30, December 11,
2006[February 10, 2010] September 18, 2007[27] December 4, 2012[14] July 7, 2008[28] July 30, 2008 December 12, 2006[February 10, 2010] September 18, 2007[27] December 4, 2012[14] July 7, 2008[28] July 30 on May 21, 2012, February 24, 2008 - August 19, 2008 [ December 34, 2012 [ September 8, 2008 ] July 30, 2012 [36]
July 23 , January 14, 2007 February 24, 2008 August 19, 2008[ 34]2012[14] September 8, 2008[35] July 30, 2012 [36] July 23rd of February 15, 2008, on February 28, 2008, February 24, 2007 [ February 24, 2010 [ July 30, 2008 ] July 23, 2008 [37] February 24, 2007 [ February 24, 2010 ] August 39, 2010 008[34] July 4, 2012[14]
September 8, 2008[35] July 30, 2012[36] July 23, 2008[37] February 24, 2010 On September 16, 2007, February 24, 2010, November 10, 2008[42] July 30, 2012[36] August 20, 2008 April 10, 2010 November 10, 2012[1] April 0, 2008] July 30, 2012[36] August 20, 2008[43] - April 19, 2007[44] On December 4, 2010, On December 4,
2010, November 20, 2008, July 30, 2012[ August 36, 2008] April 20, 2007[44] March 25, 2010[45] September 16, 2007 November 20, 2008 , July 30, 2012 [ August 36, 2012 [ May 21, 2007 , March 25, 2010 [45] October 2007 on December 4, 2008, December 4, May 22, 2009, July 30, 2012 [September 36, 2012 -May 28, 2008] [47]
December 4, 2008 June 23, 2009 July 30, 2012 [36] 17 September 2008 - June 23, 2007[51] March 25, 2010[50] October 28, 2008[47] December 4, 2008 on July 30, 2012 On July 30, 2012, 2012, July 30, 2012, January 30, 2012, January 20, 2012, 2012, January 20, 2012, January 20, 2012, 2012, 2012, 2012, January 30, 2012 17. 2008
טסוגואב 24 — [49]  6 ראוניב 2011[55 ]  7 ראוניב 2011[8 ]  27 רבמטפסב 2013 2.54.13 -   30 רבמטפסב 2010[7 ]  26 רבמצדב 2013 —   2 טסוגואב 2013[53 ]  6 טסוגואב 2013[53 ]  6 ילויב 2010[52 ]  17 [ 6]2010 רבמטפסב 2008[49 ]  17 ילויב 2012[36 ]  30 ראוניב 2009[48 ]  5 רבמצדב 2012[14 ]  4 רבוטקואב 2008[47 ]  28 ץרמב 2010[50 ]  25 ץרמב 2007 , ינויב 27 25 

תוינפה םג  האר  רבמצדב 2013 — —   2 טסוגואב 2013[53 ]  6 טסוגואב 2013[53 ]  6 ינויב 2011[57 ]  22 [ 10]2011 ינויב 22 ,  29 רבמצדב 2013 2013 — —   2 טסוגואב 2013[53 ]  6 טסוגואב 2013[53 ]  6 ץרמב 2011[56 ]  11 ץרמב 2011[9 ]  28 רבמצדב 2013 —   2,53 2013 ^ Funimation םירחבנ ןוטנ  ירתוכ ג' ץיפהל  םיכסמ  . Anime News Network. July 3, 2008. July 17,
2013, July 17, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Mushroom entertainment. 2012. ^ Black Lagoon: Roberta's Blood Trail (DVD/Blu-ray Disc). Mushroom entertainment. 2013. ^O/A schedule (in Japanese). Gannon Entertainment. On June 19, 2006, he edited June 19, 2006. July
17, 2013, July 17, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Gannon Entertainment. January 24, 2007, january 24, 2007. July 17, 2013, July 17, 2013. In 2006, after winning the world championship in 2006, he is world champion in 2006. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June
12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006, after winning the world championship in 2006, he is world champion in 2006. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006, after winning the world championship in 2006, he is world champion in 2006. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June
12, 2013. In 2006, after winning the world championship in 2006, he is world champion in 2006. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006, after winning the world championship in 2006, he is world champion in 2006. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In
2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. On May 17,
2007, the B.M.W. Lagoon Volume 2007 was #1 (also w/limited edition). Mania.com require media. 2015-04-02. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. RightStuf.com. Right Steph. On July 13, 2013, he edited July 13, 2013. July 14, 2013, July 14, 2013. On March 11, 2008, it took place on
March 11, 2008. The lagoon volume #1. Mania.com require media. In 2011-08-19. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Anime's on the line. MVM Group. On July 14, 2013, he edited July 14, 2013. July 14, 2013, July 14, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Dedicated DVD. On June 20, 2013, he edited January 20, 2013. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Prize [DVD]. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize,
he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. On July 5, 2007, the BMD's 2007 Lagoon Volume 2007 #2
(also w/ limited edition) was held. Mania.com require media. In 2015-03-25. July 14, 2013, July 14, 2013. On June 4, 2008, it took place on June 4, 2008. The lagoon volume #2. Mania.com require media. On August 27, 2009, he edited August 27, 2009. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel
Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Dedicated DVD. On June 20, 2013, he edited January 20, 2013. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006,
after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. On October 12,
2007, it took place on October 12, 2007. Black Lagoon Volume #3 (also w/limited edition). Mania.com require media. On January 22, 2013, he edited January 22, 2013. July 14, 2013, July 14, 2013. On June 24, 2008, it took place on June 24, 2008. The lagoon volume #3. Mania.com require media. On January 1, 2012, he edited January
1, 2012. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Dedicated DVD. On June 20, 2013, he edited January 20, 2013. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. On August 29, 2008, it took place on August 29, 2008. Black Lagoon: Voltage Volley two #1 (also
w/limited edition). Mania.com require media. On January 22, 2013, he edited January 22, 2013. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. On September 1, 2008, Homer took place on September 1, 2008. Black Lagoon: The second volley voltage #1. Mania.com require media. On October 24, 2012, he edited October 24, 2012. June
13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Anime's on the line. MVM Group. March 3rd On March 3, 2016, it conducted March 3, 2016. July 14, 2013, July 14, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize. Dedicated DVD. On June 20, 2013, he edited January 20, 2013. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. On September 24, 2008, it took place on September 24, 2008.
Black Lagoon: The second volley voltage #2. #2. Media required. On January 22, 2013, he edited January 22, 2013. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. On October 17, 2008, it took place on October 17, 2008. Volume two of the lagoon #2. Mania.com require media. On December 10, 2011, he edited December 10, 2011. June
13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Dedicated DVD. On June 20, 2013, he edited January 20, 2013. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan,
I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry.
Adultery. June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013, June 12, 2013. On November 18, 2008, it took place on November 18, 2008. Black Lagoon: A second volley voltage #3. Mania.com require media. On January 22, 2013, he edited January 22, 2013. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. On January 2, 2009, Homer was converted on
January 2, 2009. Volume two of the lagoon #3. Mania.com require media. On February 14, 2009, he edited February 14, 2009. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Dedicated DVD. On June 20, 2013, he edited January 20, 2013. June 13,
2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 12, 2013, June
12, 2013, June 12, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. RightStuf.com. Right Steph. On June 20, 2013, he edited
January 20, 2013. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry.
Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery. June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Japaan, I'm sorry. Adultery.
June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013, June 13, 2013. In 2015, after the
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